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The invention described herein may be manu- to be foldable together; and the invention com- 

factured and used by or for Government for gov- prises towing means 1 connected in bridle 
ernmental purposes, without the payment to arrangement to these bodies or strips so that 
us of any royalty thereon. during launching they will be automatically 
This invention relates to tow targets, and more 5 drawn into a spread-apart position with the 

particularly to aerial trailers to be towed behind strips placed normal to each other, as illustrated. 
airplanes and used as radio re?ecting targets. , These bodies or strips 5 and 6 are readily con 
One of the main objects of this invention is to structed by the use of a pair of tubular ‘metal 

provide a tow target which will produce e?icient members Band 10 which provide tow bars at the 
‘re?ection of radar beams, comparable to an 10 leading part of the body and are pivotally con 
actual aircraft, and is especially adapted for use nected ‘by a bolt ll extending thru the central 
for anti-aircraft gun laying purposes and other parts of said members. Each‘ member has the 
radar applications. mesh material l2 mounted thereon, which is of 

Another object of this invention is to provide meshed wire or of such material as to efficiently 
a tow target which comprises intersecting planes l5 re?ect radar waves; and for the present purpose 
that can be compacted or folded together and we preferably use cotton covered wire mesh ma 
also launched in the same manner as the ordinary terial having its meshes so dimensioned that the 
tow target, such as the single plane target or the distance between the companion wires of a mesh 
sleeve target, and which is furthermore equipped is a function of the radar wave length, the meshes 
with tow cables so arranged that by the launch- 20 being preferably spaced 16 to the inch, thereby 
ing operation the intersecting planes will assuring maximum re?ection of radar waves. 
promptly unfold and assume operative spread- This material [2 has its forward end portion 
apart positions. doubled over and secured in position by suitable 
Another object of this invention is to provide stitching l3 to provide a broad hem or pocket 

a target which presents the same projected area 25 M for receiving the bar therein, while the rear 
as the present sleeve target having the same end of the body of material may be strengthened 
over-all dimensions, but which presents consider- by hemming it and securing it by stitching l5. 
ably less drag resistance than such sleeve target, The central hem portion of the front hem I4 of 
thus providing a low drag target allowing higher body 5 is cut away to provide an opening [6 
towing speed. 30 where the front part of body 6 intersects the 
A more particular object of this invention is to same, and the exposed edges are preferably rein 

provide such a tow target comprising two inter- forced with cotton tape l8’ secured thereover, as 
secting ?ag-type strips of wire mesh material shown in Fig. 1. 
which will reflect radar waves e?‘lciently and will One of the bars, and as shown herein the bar 
also provide semi-rigidity and thereby a low drag 35 9, is provided With Stop h1g5 0r retainers I7 there 
resistance, and which strips are equipped with a on to limit the unfolding movement of bar Ill 
bridle arrangement of towing cables for auto- relative to bar 9, so_that the tow bars in the 
matically spreading the planes during launching unfolded position are spread apart and placed 
to assume a position normal to each other. substantially normal to each other, while the stop 

_Other objects andadvantages are attained with 40 lugs ll enable the bars 9. and ill along with their 
tms mventlon' 2J5 W111 become apparent @rom the bodies of mesh material to be folded against each 
following description taken in connection with other into a?at position 
the accompanying drawings wherein this inven- ' - - - - - 
tion is shown ina preferred form of construction. The tow cable means 1 m thls mventlon 1S 

- . arranged and connected with the two bodies in 

.gi‘lgtihi digagusliie elevational view of our radio 45 a‘ .Style which is herein termed and is known as 
re?ecting tow target shown in its unfolded, oper- bndle arrangement or bndle forma:tlon; and 
ative position. herein this cable means comprises a pair of cables 

Fig. 2 is an end elevational view thereof. ‘3 connected to a pair of eyes 19 provided adja 
Our invention comprises a plurality of con- 50 cent the ends of bar 9, and eXteIlding t0 01' 

nected planar bodies or ?ag-type strips of mate- made integral with a loop 20 at the forward end 
rial adapted to re?ect radar waves e?iciently, in of the cable means. This cable means also com 
the same manner as an aircraft, and in the prises a pair of cables 2| which are connected 
drawing this is shown as comprising two inter- to said pair of eyes [9 and extend therefrom slid 
secting bodies or stripsi'iandiiwhich aremounted 55 ably thru a pair of eyes 22 provided adjacent 
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the ends of bar It), and thence continue to and 
are made integral with the front loop 20. 

It should be noted that each of the cables 2| 
is slightly longer than either of the cables l8, by 
the length of cable 2|’ which extends between 
eye l9 and eye 22 when the target is unfolded, 
as shown in Fig. 2; so that the length of the slant 
ing cable l8 which extends from eye H] to loop 
20 will equal the length of the slanting main part 
of cable 2| which extends from eye 22 to loop '20. 
In this manner of bridle arrangement of the tow 
cables, when the device is launched from the 
plane in its usual rolled-up position it will unroll 
and the cables will automatically draw the ,pivot 
ally joined bars 9 and I0 and spread them apart ‘ 
into the operative or crossed position,'.whereby 
the planar bodies will be spread apart and placed 
normal to each other, in the position shown in 
the drawing. 
One of the bars, the bar 9 as shown herein, is 

provided with a-weig'ht 23 at its outer ‘end, so that 
‘this bar and thelstr'ip of mesh material extending 
?ag-type therefrom will assume a substantially 
vertical position during operation, while the bar 
‘Ill with its “?ag-type strip of ‘mesh material will 
‘assume a substantially horizontal position, as the 
‘tow target trails behind the traveling airplane. 

‘This device is ireadilyfolded together by super 
posing the pair of 'I?ag-type strips and rolling 

up'from the rear or ‘tail end, and the bridle 
‘lineszareffoldedunder the last roll to prevent en 
,‘tanglingduring launching, with the loop 21] left 
attending from theila'st roll. The target can then 
‘be readily launched from the airplane and tnru 
the bridle arrangement of the'cables the two strips 
will thereby ‘automatically assume the unfolded; 
operativelposition normal ‘tole'ach other, with ‘the 
strip 5 :vertical and ‘the strip I5 horizontal, and 
loop ??wv'illlbe alined withithe-central axis of the 
‘target While it is towed by :the aircraft, thus pro 
ducing :a readily mperable low drag tow target 
‘providing a. highly :e?icient re?ecting surface for 
radar-beams. 
We claim: 
.L :A tow target comprising two ?ag—type 

‘bodies "including :frame means pivotally connect 
ed‘ to be foldable together, 'wire mesh material 
secured ‘to said frame means and connected along 

10 

4 
the longitudinal middle line providing intersect 
ing bodies capable of re?ecting radar waves, tow 
ing means including two pairs of cables, one pair 
being longer than the other, said cables being 
joined at the front ends and each pair having its 
rear ends connected to the outward parts of one 
of said frame means, the longer pair also extend 
ing slidably through means on the outward parts 
of the opposite frame means, whereby the bodies 
will be drawn apart from the folded position to a 

' position normal to each other during launching, 
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and means to limit the unfolding movement of the 
bodies when normal to each other. 

2. A radio re?ecting tow target comprising two 
?ag-type bodies including a pair of front bars 
pivotally connected at the central points to en 
able folding the bodies together, Wire mesh mate 

‘ rial secured at its leading edge on each bar and 
extending ?ag-type therefrom, said mesh mate 
rial being joined along the longitudinal middle 
line to provide intersectingbodies and the meshes 
being ‘spaced relativelyrclosely for ei?ciently re- , 
?eeting radar Waves, towing means including a 
long pair and a short pair of cables joined into a 
loop at the front and each pair ‘having the rear 
ends connected to the end parts of one of the bars, 
with the cables of the longer pair also extending 
slidably through means on the end parts ‘of ‘the 
other bar, stop means on the bars to limit their 
unfolding movement when normal to each ‘other, 
thus providing a bridle arrangement to draw the 
bodies normal to each other during launching, 
and a weight on an end of one of-Said bars topo 
sition its body in a vertical plane during the tow 
mgr-operation. 
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